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Abstract 
Let X be a one-dimensional Lfvy process. It is shown that under the bridge law for X starting 
from 0 and ending at 0 at time t, the amount of time X spends positive has a uniform 
distribution on [0, t]. When 0 is a regular point, this uniform distribution result leads to an 
explicit expression for the Laplace transform of the joint distribution of the pair (R, AR), where 
R is the length of an excursion of X from 0, and A R is the total time X spends positive during the 
excursion. More concrete xpressions are obtained for stable processes by specialization. In 
particular, a formula determining the distribution of AR/R is given in the stable case. 
Keywords: L~vy process; Lfvy bridge; Excursion; Occupation time; Uniform distribution 
1. Introduction 
Let X be a real-valued process with stationary independent increments (a L~vy 
process), and consider a typical excursion of X from the origin. If X is Brownian 
motion, then path continuity implies that X is either strictly positive throughout the 
excursion or strictly negative throughout the excursion. On the contrary, if the paths 
of X admit discontinuities, then (usually) time will be spent on both sides of the origin 
during the course of an excursion, since the process is free to jump back and forth over 
the origin. In an attempt to quantify this rough statement, we shall derive in this paper 
an explicit expression for the Laplace transform of the joint distribution of the pair 
(R, AR), where R represents he duration of an excursion and AR is the total time spent 
by X in the positive half line during the excursion. 
The key point in our derivation is a result on "Lfvy bridges" which seems to be part 
of the folklore. Namely, if X ") denotes the process X started at 0 and conditioned to 
be back at 0 at time t, then the occupation time ~t o l/x~,, ~, 0~ ds is uniformly distributed 
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over [0, t]. Of course, this result was discovered long ago for Brownian motion by 
L6vy. 
Our proof of this uniform law is based on an entire function argument going back 
to Pollard and Kac; see Kac (1960). Shortly after we discovered the uniform law, we 
learned that Knight (1994) had proved the same result a few months before, using 
a rearrangement argument quite different from our method. 
The paper is laid out as follows. In Section 2 we record the necessary background 
on L~vy processes and state our precise hypotheses. Section 3 contains the statement 
and proof of the uniform law for the occupation times of L6vy bridges, as well as 
a variant uniform law for free L6vy processes (Corollary (3.17)). Our results on 
excursion occupation times are presented in Sections 4 and 5. 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout he paper, X = (f2, J~, ~ ,  X,, 0t, px) will denote the canonical pre- 
sentation of a real-valued L6vy process. (Here PX denotes the law of X under the 
initial condition Xo = x; P~ also denotes expectation with respect o this law.) Thus, 
X is a Hunt process with stationary independent increments, and the law of X is 
determined by the L6vy exponent ~b, which is specified by 
P°[expi~Xt] = exp[ - t~,(~)], t > O, ~ ~ •. 
The exponent ¢ has a unique representation 
ff/(~) ia~ + 1 0.2"~2 fR [  ei~' ix¢ ] = ~ ~ + l - + 1--~-~x2j v(dx), (2.1) 
where aeR,  0.2/>0, and v is a measure on ~ with v{0} =0 and Sx2(1 + x2) -1 
v(dx) < ~. 
In order to specify "bridge" laws for X, we need to assume the existence of transition 
densities. This basic hypothesis i conveniently expressed as follows. 
2.2. Hypothesis. For all t > 0, the measure/4 := pO [Xt e "] is absolutely continuous 
with respect o Lebesgue measure. 
It is known that any one of the following conditions implies Hypothesis 2.2: 
(i) 0 .2 > 0; 
(ii) exp( - t~)  e L 1 for all t > 0; (2.3) 
(iii) va(R)= 
where Va denotes the absolutely continuous component of the L6vy measure v. (See 
Tucker (1962) for the fact that (2.3) (iii) implies Hypothesis 2.2.) 
We now record the key consequence of Hypothesis 2.2. This proposition follows 
from general results found in Getoor and Sharpe (1982), once we note that the L6vy 
process )( with exponent ~(¢) := ~ ( - () = ~b (0 is in duality with X. Alternatively, the 
reader can refer to Hawkes (1979) for a discussion specific to L6vy processes. 
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2.4. Proposition. Under Hypothesis 2.2, the transition probabilities of X are absolutely 
continuous: 
Pt(x, dy):= Px[X, e dy] = p,(y - x)dy (2.5) 
and the densities can be chosen so that 
(t, y) w-~ pt(y) is Borel measurable on 30, oo [× ~, (2.6) 
Pt(Y) = laPs (Y -  x)pt_s(x)dx, V0 < s < t, Vy e R. (2.7) 
The function (t, y) w-~ Pt(Y) is uniquely determined by (2.5)-(2.7). Moreover, for each 
t > O, y w-~ p~(y) is lower-semicontinuous. 
Under Hypothesis 2.2, the resolvent kernels Uq(x, dy):= ~o e-~'P~(x, dy) dt are 
absolutely continuous, with (lower semicontinuous) densities uq(y -x ) := 
Io e-~tp,(Y - x)dt. 
In the sequel, the (co-)fine continuity of Pt(Y) will play a role. Let Yt := (Xz, r + t) 
and Yt := (-gt, r - t) denote the space-time processes associated with X and the dual 
process )(. These processes are in duality with respect o Lebesgue measure on R2; 
indeed, Lebesgue measure is an excessive reference measure for either process. Thus, 
two Y-excessive functions (or, more generally, Y-finely continuous functions) which 
agree for Lebesgue almost every (x, t) e R 2 must be identical. This observation will be 
applied to the functions 
(x, t) ~ l],.oo[(t)pt_,(x - y), r e R, y e ~, (2.8) 
which are easily seen to be Y-excessive. 
One final condition is needed for the discussion of occupation times in Section 3. 
2.9. Hypothesis. pt(0) > 0 for all t > 0. 
The lemma below was pointed out to us by M.J. Sharpe; clearly, the case in which 
t ~-~ X, is monotone is uninteresting from the point of view of the occupation time 
problems tudied here. Recall that if the paths of X are monotone increasing, then X is 
called a subordinator. 
2.10. Lemma. I f  there exists a point to > 0 such that pto(0) = 0, then X is a subor- 
dinator or the negative of a subordinator. 
Proof. As an immediate consequence of a result of Tucker (1975), either (i) the support 
of/~, is N for all t > 0, or (ii) there is a constant c such that either the support of/~t is 
[ct, oo[ for all t > 0 or the support of/~t is ] - ~, ct] for all t > 0. Now observe that if 
pt0(0) = 0, then by (2.7), 
0 = pro(O) = fP,o/2 ( -Y),,o/2 (dy), 
so that Pro~2(--Y) =0 for #,o/2-a.e.y. But P,o/Z(--Y) is nonnegative and lower- 
semicontinuous in y, so Pto/2( - Y) must vanish for all y in the support of/.tto/2. In case 
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(i), this implies that pto /2( -y )=O for all y, which is absurd because 
SP, o/2( -y )dy  = 1. If case (ii) obtains, and the support of/~, is [ct, ~ for all t > 0 
(say), then p~ is actually supported in [0, ~[  for all t > 0 and X is a subordinator. 
Indeed, in view of the preceding discussion of the support of the function 
Y ~ P,0/2 ( - Y), the support of P,o/2 is contained in 
[ -Cto/2, ~[c~ [Cto/2, o0[ c [0, ~[ .  Tucker's result now implies that the support of 
~, is contained in [0, ~[  for all t > 0. [] 
Under Hypothesis 2.2, we can define, for x,y e E, t > 0, the "bridge" law 
Pt  'r whenever 0 < p,(y - x) < ~. Intuitively, P: ' r  is the law of X I to,,1 started at x and 
conditioned to be at y at time t. More formally, P t  'r is the unique probability measure 
on (O, ~o_ ) such that 
P~"'[F] = PX[Fp,_s(y - X~)]/p,(y - x) 
for all s e ]0, t[  and all bounded F e ~-o. (Notice that when Pt(Y - x) < ~, the process 
(Pt -~(Y-  Xs))o <.s <~t is a PX-martingale.) See Proposition 1 of Fitzsimmons et al. 
(1993) for existence, uniqueness and additional properties of px.r. For later use we 
record the interpretation f P :  "y as a conditional distribution: for all x e R and t > 0, if 
F is a bounded ~O__measurable function and f is a bounded Borel function on ~, 
then 
px [Ff(X,)]  = fR p~.r IF] f (y)  p, (y -- x) dy. (2.11) 
Notice that the measure p,(y -x )dy  does not charge the set of y values for which 
p: . r  is undefined. 
We shall also need the following expression of the fact that X under P:'r is a non- 
homogeneous Markov process: for x, y e N, 0 < s < t, and bounded ~O_.measurable 
(resp. ffg_s)_-measurable) F (resp. G), 
( .  
p:.r [F" G o O~]p,(y x) | p{ . . . .  r - = [F]P,_~[G]ps(z - x)p,_~(y - z)dz, 
JR 
(2.12) 
provided 0 < p,(y - x) < ~. Expressed in slightly different erms, (2.12) states that 
z ,y  P~'a[F" G ° OslXs = z] = P{" [F ]  P,_s[G]. (2.13) 
3. A uniform law for bridges 
Throughout this section, Hypotheses 2.2 and 2.9 are in force. We shall prove the 
following. 
3.1. Theorem. Assume pt(O) < ~, so that the bridge law pO.O is defined. Then under 
pO, o the occupation time Sto l{x, > 0) ds of the positive half-line is uniformly distributed on 
[o, t]. 
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As noted in the introduction, this result has been proved independently by Knight 
(1994). Our proof is modeled on Kac's derivation (1960) of the arc-sine law for the 
symmetric stable processes. 
We begin the proof with some simple observations. Define 
A, = f l  l{x,>o}ds, At- = f l  1 {x, < 0} ds, 
9+ (x, t) = p,(x)P °'x [e-Za'], 9-(x, t) = p,(x)P°'*[e-ZA;], 
where 0_+ (x, t) is understood to be 0 (resp. oo) if p,(x) = 0 (resp. p,(x) = ~). The 
parameter 2 > 0 will remain fixed throughout the argument. Notice that under PuX' o, 
the process ( - Xu-v)o<<,v<~. is identical in law to (Xv)0 ~< v~<, under puO,-x. Conse- 
quently, if 0 < p. ( - x) < ~, 
p2, O [e- xAu] = pO, -x [e- aA;] (3.2) 
and so, using (2.12), we have for any s e ]0, t[, 
p, (0) pO.O [e- ha, ] = p,(0) pO.O [e- aa. e- aa,_,o 0, ] 
faps(x)p,_s( x)p°'x[e -aA'] x,O[e-~a,-, ] = -- Pt -  s dx 
= fR g + (x, s) g -  ( -- x, t -- s) dx, 
Theorem 3.1 amounts to the assertion that 
pO,O[e_aa,]  = [1  -e  -~ ' ]  J' 
so it will suffice to show that 
f i [  fag+(x,s)g-(- x , t -  s)dxlds= p,(O)[1-e-at]/2. (3.3) 
The proof of (3.3) will be accomplished through an analysis of the Fourier-Laplace 
transforms of g+ and g_. 
Define Laplace transforms G+ and G_ by 
G+ (y, q):= f :  e-qt g + (y, t)dt, 
and note that G_+ (', q) is dominated by u q = Soe-~tptdt, hence integrable if q > 0. 
Thus the Fourier transform 
G_+ (3, q):= fa ei~rG_+ (Y, q)dy 
is a bounded continuous function of ¢ for each q > 0. 
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3.4. Lemma. For ~ ~ • and q > O, 
[q + @(~)] (~+ (~, q) = 1 - 2 f :  eiCzG+ (z, q)dz, 
[q+~k(¢) ] t~_(~,q)=l -2~°  ei'zG-(z,q) dz. (3.5) 
.1- oo 
Proof. We prove only the first identity in (3.5), as the proof of the second is similar. 
For fixed t > 0, Pt(Y) < ~ for a.e.y. For such y we have, using (2.12) for the third 
equality, 
9+ (Y, t) = p,(y) pO,y [e-,la,] 
= p,(y)P°"[1-- 2f~ e-XA" l{x,>o}ds] 
= p,(y)-  2 f l  ds fn Ps(z)P°'Z[e-~A']P:'-~[X° > 0] p,_,(y - z)dz 
=p, (y ) -2 fodSf :9+(z ,s )p , - , (y -z )dz .  (3.6) 
Taking Fourier transforms with respect to y and then Laplace transforms with respect 
to t in the last display, and using Fubini's theorem, we easily obtain the desired 
expression. [] 
Fixing q > 0, let us define, for complex (, 
Fr+ (() := f :  e i~y G + (y, q) dy, Im ( >~ O, 
F*+(():= ~ ° ei~'G+(y,q)dy, Im( ~<0. 
.)- oo 
Each of these functions is analytic in the interior of the indicated half-plane, and 
bounded and continuous in the closed half-plane. The first identity expressed in (3.5) 
yields the following relationships: 
1-2FT+(()=[q+~k(f)]G+((,q), Im(=0,  
l+2F+ ~(()=[q+2+~k(()]G+((,q), Im(=0,  
Similarly, we define F! and F ~_ in terms of G 
F!(O:= foei~rG-(y,q)dy, Im(~>O, 
F-~(Q:=:~oei~yG-(y'q)dy' Im(~<O, 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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and deduce from (3.5) the identities 
l+2F! (0=[q+2+0(0]G_(~,q) ,  Imp=0,  
1 - 2F1_ (0 = [q + ~(0]G- (~,q) ,  Im~ = 0. 
Finally, define 
[1 - 2Ft+ (0]" [1 + 2F! (0], Im ~ > 0; 
F(0 
[1 + 2F~+(0].[1 - 2F!(0] ,  Im(  < 0. 
Clearly F is analytic in Im ( ~ 0, and using (3.7)-(3.10) one can verify 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
lim F(O -- lim F(O 
~¢, lm~>O ~--*~,Im~ <0 
= [q + 0(~)] [q + 2 + 0(O] 8+(¢, q)8-  (~, q). (3.11) 
Consequently, using the limit in (3.11) as the definition of F on the real axis, we see 
that F is a bounded entire function, hence constant. But the Riemann-Lebesgue 
lemma implies that Fr_+ and F ~, tend to zero as ( tends to infinity along the real axis. It 
follows that F - 1, and so 
G+(~'q)G- (~ 'q)=[q+O(~)] [q+2+O(O]  =-2 q+O(~) q+2+0(~)  
(3.12) 
Inverting (3.12) with respect o q, we find that for fixed ~ ~ R, 
O+(~,s)O_(~,t -s )ds=-~[1-e-~' ]exp( - tO(~)) ,  a.e. t > 0, (3.13) 
where, as before, the tilde denotes Fourier transform with respect o the first variable. 
Since 9_+ (', s) is continuous for fixed s > 0 and dominated by exp(-sO),  it is clear 
that the left-hand side of(3.13) is continuous in ~ for each fixed t. Since the right-hand 
side is continuous, a Fubini argument allows us to conclude that for a.e. t > 0, (3.13) 
holds for all real ~. Inverting with respect o ~ in (3.13), we therefore obtain 
fo[fo V+(Y,S)g-(x -- y , t - -  s)dy ds = [1 - e-Xt]pt(x), (3.14) 
for Lebesgue almost every (x, t) ~ R x ]0, Qo[. We will show that (3.14) actually holds 
for all (x, t) such that pt(x) < o% and then (3.3) will follow as the special case x = 0. 
First observe that the right-hand side of (3.14) is Y-finely continuous in (x, t), being 
the product of the continuous function 2-1 (1 - e-~t) and the Y-excessive function 
(x, t) ~-. 1jo. o~t(t)p,(x)--we r fer the reader to the discussion surrounding (2.8). Next, 
by (3.6) written for 9_, we have 
115 , o~t(t)g_ (x -- y, t -- s) = 115 , ~t(t)pf-~(x -- y) 
-- 2 fo  du f°oo dz ll"+~'°~t(t)P'-~-"(x - Y - Z)9- (z' u)' 
(3.15) 
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provided p, -s (x -  y)< ~.  The first term on the right-hand side of (3.15) is Y- 
excessive in (x, t), being of the form (2.8). Likewise, the second term is also g-excessive, 
since the double integral may be viewed as a (positive) linear combination of terms of 
the form (2.8). Moreover, this double integral is dominated by ( t -  s)pt_s(x- y), 
hence convergent for a.e. y (for fixed x and 0 < s < t.) It follows that for each fixed 
(x, t), (3.15) holds for (Lebesgue) a.e. (y, s) e R x [0, t]. Consequently, (3.15) may be 
substituted into (3.14). The estimate 
f~ :n [ ( t -  s) v l]p~(Y)P,-s(x - y)dyds <<. [½ t2 vt]p,(x), 
implies that on the Y-finely open set H := {(x, t): t > 0, p,(x) < ~}, the left-hand side 
of(3.14) is the difference of two finite Y-excessive functions. Thus, the left-hand side of 
(3.14) is Y-finely continuous on H, so (3.14) holds for all (x, t) ~ H. Taking x = 0 in 
(3.14) we obtain (3.3), and the proof of Theorem (3.1) is complete. [] 
As a bonus, the identity (3.14) yields the following variant of Theorem 3.1. It should 
be noted that Theorem 3.16 and its Corollary 3.17 can also be deduced easily from 
Lemma 1.1(a) of Knight (1994). 
3.16. Theorem. Fix t > 0 and x, y ~ ~ such that 0 < Pt(Y - x) < oo. Let U be a random 
variable independent of X and uniformly distributed on [0, t]. Then under P:'Y, the 
occupation time A* := Sto l{xs > x,} ds of the (random) half-line ]Xv, ~[ is uniformly 
distributed over 1-0, t]. 
Proof. Writing A~, = So l{x, > z} ds, we have 
p:.r  [e- ha: ] = pO.r-z [e- ha,]. 
Conditioning on the value of (Xv, U), say (z, u), we can use (2.13), (3.2), and (3.14) to 
compute 
P:"[e -h~:] = t- l  :~ du f ,  dz P: 'z [e-hA~] P:'_~ [e -ha~-" ] p,(z --p,(yX)p,_.(y_ x) --z) 
=t - '  f~ du ~R dzP~-"°[e-X~']P°':-~[e-Za'-']P"(Z- x)P'-"(Y-  " p,(y x) 
=t -a f~dufRdzo- (z -x ,u )o+(y -z , t -u ) /p t (y -x )  
= (~t )  -1  (1 - e-h'). 
The assertion is proved. [] 
3.17. Corollary. Fix t > 0 and x e R. Let U be a random variable independent ofX and 
uniformly distributed on [0, t]. Then under px, the occupation time So 1 {x, > x~} ds of the 
(random) half-line ]Xv, ~[ is uniformly distributed over [0, t]. 
Proof, Simply condition on the value of X, and then apply Theorem 3.16. [] 
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4. Excursions 
We shall now examine the distribution of the time spent in the positive half-line by 
X during excursions from the state 0. To ensure that the collection of such excursions 
is nontrivial, we impose one more hypothesis, in addition to Hypotheses 2.2 and 2.9. 
4.1. Hypothesis. The state 0 is regular for itself. More precisely, pO [R = 0] = 1, 
where R := inf{t > 0: Xt = 0}. 
It is well known that Hypothesis 4.1 implies that the zero set M :-- {t >~ 0: Xt -- 0} 
is almost surely a (nonempty) closed perfect subset of [0, ~[.  (See Millar (1977, (2.9)) 
for the fact that t ~ X, is continuous at each time in M, almost surely.) Moreover, 
M admits a local time process, L = (Lt)t >10; L is a continuous additive functional of 
X such that the support of the measure dLt is precisely M, a.s. PX for all x. As such, L is 
uniquely determined up to a constant multiple, which we choose (as we may) so that 
PX[L'] = f l  Ps( - x) ds, Vt > O, x ~ ~. (4.2) 
The inverse local time process, z = (z(t)) t >! 0, defined by 
z(t) := inf{s > O: L~ > t} (infO = +c~) 
is an increasing L6vy process (a subordinator). Defining 
x(q):= u~(0) = fo  e-q'P'(0)dt' q > 0, (4.3) 
we have 
pO [exp( - qz(t))] = exp( - t/x(q)), 
so that 1/x is the Laplace exponent of z. For later reference we note that z has zero 
drift, which means that [qx(q)]- 1 ~ 0 as q -~ oo. Indeed, since the transition prob- 
abilities of X are diffuse, Px[X ,=O] - -O  for all t>0 and x e~,  so that 
oo 
~o l{x, = 0} dt = 0, almost surely. This implies that z has no drift; see Fristedt (1974, 
pp. 287-288) or Getoor and Sharpe (1973, (5.6)). 
As in Section 3, At denotes ~t o l{x, > 0} ds. 
4.4. Theorem. The process (z(t), A,to)t>. o has increasing stationary independent in- 
crements, and the bivariate Laplace exponent q~(q, 2) determined by 
P°[exp( - qz(t) - 2A,<o)] = exp( - tc~ (q, 2 ) ), q > O, 2 > O, (4.5) 
is given in terms of ~c by 
f 
q+A 
[~b(q, 2 ) ] - '  = 2 - '  x(v)dv. (4.6) 
,Jq 
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Proofi Note that z(t + s )= z(t )+ z(s)o 0~,) and similarly, because A is an additive 
functional, A~tt+s) = A,,~ + A,s) o 0~o. Thus, since X~t,) = 0, it is an immediate conse- 
quence of the strong Markov property that (z(t), A,,))t >, o has (increasing) stationary 
independent increments. To prove (4.6) we use Fitzsimmons et al. (1993, Proposition 
2) (for the fourth equality below) and Theorem 3.1 and (4.2) (for the sixth) to compute 
[dp(q, 2)] -1= fo  e-'4~q,a) dt = P° f : e-q*~o- za,,,dt 
= pO f :  e-qSe-Za~dLs= po f f  -qs o x, e P~' [e -aA~]dL~ 
= pO e-q~P °'° [e -aa']  dL~ = ~ss [e-q~ - e-tq+Z)~]P~(O)ds 
= 2 -1 e-VSdv ps(0)ds = 2 -1 ~c(v)dv. [] 
dq 
The L6vy-Khinchin formula implies that ~b has an integral representation 
~b(q, 2) = ao + alq + az2 + ~ (1 - e-qr-ax)7(dr, dx), q, 2 > 0, (4.7) 
3~ 
where ao, al, a2 are positive constants and ~ is a measure on ~2 := [0, oo[ 2 not 
charging {(0,0)} such that Sn~[( r+x)^l ]~(dr ,  dx)<~"  Clearly ¢(q, 0+)  
= Ix(q)]-  1 is just the Laplace expdnent of z, so a x = limq.~  [qx(q)]-1 = 0 since z is 
driftless, as remarked below (4.3). By the same token, ¢ (0+,2)  is the Laplace 
exponent of the subordinator A~t.), so by (4.6) 
a2 = lira [q~(0 + ,2)] /2 = x(v)dv . (4.8) 
~.--* aO 
But qx(q) ~ oc as q ~ o% so the integral in (4.8) diverges, and therefore a2 = 0 as well. 
Finally, notice that (4.6) implies 
ao = [x(0)] -1, P°[z(t) < oe] = exp( - aot). (4.9) 
We now recall the facts we shall need from excursion theory. The reader can consult 
Blumenthal (1992) or Dellacherie t al. (1992) for details. Let G denote the set of 
strictly positive left endpoints of the (maximal) intervals comprising the complement 
of the zero set M, and recall that R = inf {t > 0: Xt = 0} is the first hitting time of 0. 
There is a unique a-finite measure P* on O such that 
fo o px ~ zsg(s,  0~) = P~ Z~P* [Ks] dLs (4.10) 
S~G 
for all optional Z ~> 0, positive N ® o~ °-measurable K, and x • N. [The image of P* 
under the mapping that stops the path at time R is the familiar It6 excursion 
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measure.] Evidently, P*[R =0]  =0,  and by taking x =0,  Zs = e -qs and 
K(s, e)) = 1 - exp(-qR(o)))  in (4.10), we see that 
P*[1  - e -qR] = ix (q ) ] -1 ,  q > 0. (4.11) 
oO 
because pO So l{x,=0}dt = 0. Letting q --*0 in (4.11) we find 
that P* [R = oo] = Ix(0)]-  1 = ao. 
Under P*, the joint distribution of (R, As) is the measure 7 appearing in (4.7). 
That is 
P* [R e dr, As e dx; R < oo] = ~(dr, dx). (4.12) 
This fact is well-known, and a proof is sketched in Fitzsimmons and Getoor (1992). 
Taken together, (4.6), (4.7), and (4.12) yield 
P* [1 - -  e -qR-ZAR;  R < 0o] = ~ (1 -- e -qr-zx) y(dr, dx) 
dR 
i-2_ 1 t'q +~ 7-1 / Jq x(v)dvJ - [x (o  + ) ] - i  (4.13) 
In view of the uniqueness in the L6vy-Khinchin representation, (4.13) determines the 
measure y uniquely. Specializing (4.13), we have 
P*  [1 - e-qR; r < oo] = [~c(q)]-' - [x(O + )] - ' ,  
P* [1 -e -~a" ;R<oo]= 2 -1 x(v)dv - [x (0+) ]  -1. (4.14) 
Before passing to the special case of stable processes, let us make several concluding 
remarks concerning the general case. Firstly, (4.13) can be cast into a more symmetri- 
cal form by considering the joint distribution, under P* [. ;  R <oo], of the triple 
t 
(R, AR, BR), where B, := So l{x, < 0} ds. (Notice that As + BR = R, a.e. P*.) One then 
sees that the P* [ . ;R  <oo]-distribution of (R, AR, BR) is the same as that of 
(R, BR, AR). Another way to see this is to notice that P* [.;  R < oo] restricted to 
~-o_ is invariant under the space-and-time r versal mapping 
[ --(o((R -- t) -- ), 0~<t~<R, 
co ~ < [(o(0), t >/R. (4.15) 
This invariance is the analogue for P* of the familiar space-time reversal invariance 
for L~vy processes. From this discussion it follows that the P* [. ; R < oo]-distribution 
of AR/R, conditional on R, is symmetric about ½. 
Secondly, it is possible that P* [AR = 0; R < oo] > 0. In fact, Millar's (1977, Section 
3) classification of the ways in which a L6vy process can exit points allows us to state 
precisely when this can occur: P* [As = 0; R < 0o] > 0 if and only i fX has a Gaussian 
component. Of course, P* [As = 0; R < oo] = P* [As = R < oo], because of the sym- 
metry discussed in the last paragraph. 
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Let us now assume that X is strictly stable process of index c¢ ~ ] 1, 2[. (We shall not 
consider the Brownian case ~ = 2, which is trivial in the context of the present 
discussion.) The L6vy exponent of X thus has the special form 
qJ(~) = kl~l~[1 + iflsgn(~)tan 21 .  (4.16) 
where k > 0 and - 1 ~< fl ~< 1. For simplicity, we take the scale parameter k to be 1. 
Evidently, exp(-t~b) is integrable for each t > 0, so by Fourier inversion the 
transition density pt(x) exists, is jointly continuous in (x, t), and satisfies the scaling 
identity 
p,(x) = t-  1/~pl (t- 1/'x), x e ~, t > 0. (4.17) 
In particular, 0 < pt(x)<o f  or all (x, t), and so Hypotheses 2.2, 2.9, and 4.1 are 
satisfied. From (4.17) we deduce 
~c(q) = bq 1/'-l, q > 0, (4.18) 
where [ 11[ 
b = r (1  - 1/e)pl(0) = esin 1 + B2tan2 
x cos [~ arctan(B tan xe/2)]. 
It follows that ao = 0 in (4.7), so that P* [R = oo] = 0, and then as a consequence of
(4.13), 
,t 
P*[1 - e -~R-aAR] = bo~[(q + 2) 1/~ - ql/~]" (4.19) 
Notice that by (4.18) and the discussion below (4.14), 
P*  EAR = 03 = P*  EAR = R]  = 0. (4.20) 
Using (4.18) to invert the "transforms" in (4.14) we find 
~--1  
P* [R ~ dr] = ~bF(1/~) r-~z- 1/,)dr 
~-1  
P* [AR ~ dx] = 2 x -~2-1/')dx. (4.21) 
bF(1/~) 
We are now going to show that, in a certain sense, R and AR/R are independent 
under P*. This is a consequence of the scaling property of X, which is conveniently 
formulated as follows. For each c > 0 define a map ~c:f2 --* f2 by 
(~ec~o)(t) = c-  ~/~o~(ct), t >>. O. 
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Using (4.17) one can check that 7Jc(P x) = W/c'/" for all x e •. Moreover, the identity 
which follows easily from (4.10), implies that ~c(P*) = c -~1-1/=) P*. Note also that 
R o ~ = R/c, AR ° ~ = AR/c, and so the ratio AR/R is ~c-invariant. 
As a special case of the general theory developed in Getoor and Sharpe (1982) the 
excursion law P* admits a (unique) disintegration 
P* = ;o  P* [ ' ]  P* [R e dr],  (4.22) 
where each P* is a probability measure and P* [R = r] = 1 for all r > 0. In other 
words, {P*: r > 0} is a regular version of the family of conditional distributions 
{P*[' IR =r ] :  r >0}. Now (4.21) and the scaling property of P* imply that 
~P~(P*) = P,*/¢ for all r > 0, c > 0. The law P* may be viewed as the law of a nor- 
malized excursion. To make this precise, define the scaled process .~ by 
X, := R-1/= XtR = Xt°  ~R, O <~ t <~ 1. 
From (4.22) we easily see that 
e*[)~ ~ B,R ~ C] = P?[B]P* [R  ~ C]. 
In particular, AR/R = ~ 1{2, > 0} ds, so that 
P* [AR/R ~ dx, R ~ dr] = P* [A, ~ dx] P* [R ~ dr]. (4.23) 
Let us write t/for the probability P~' [Ax ~ -] and p for the measure P* [R ~ "]. Notice 
that r/is concentrated on ]0, 1[ because of (4.20). By (4.23) and (4.19), 
f f (1 -e -qr -~ 'X)p(dr )q (dx)=P*[1 -e  -qR-~A~] 
2 
= ab[(q + 2) TM -- qa/~]" (4.24) 
On the other hand, (4.14) and (4.18) yield 
f (1 e-'~q+Z~))p(dr) = b-  1 (q + 2x)l- 1/~ (4.25) 
Putting (4.24) and (4.25) together we arrive at 
(q + 2x)l-1/~q(dx) = (q + ).)1/~ _ ql/~, q > 0,2 > 0. (4.26) 
Of course, (4.26) is homogeneous in the pair (q,).), so that (4.26) is equivalent to 
f ]  2/a 
(1 + 2x)X-~/~tl(dx) - (1 + 2) TM - 1' 2 > 0. (4.27) 
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Upon expanding the left-hand side of (4.27) in a power series in 2, it becomes clear that 
the moments of ~/are uniquely determined by (4.27). Thus, so is r/, being a compactly 
supported probability measure. By the discussion below (4.14), r/is symmetric about 
½. (This also follows directly from (4.26).) It is easy to use (4.27) to compute the first 
few moments Mk := So 1x k r/(dx) of t/: M1 = ½, M2 = (~ + 1)/6, M 3 = ~/4, M 4 ----  
(19~ 2 - 1)/30 (2~ + 1). However, we have been unable to "invert" (4.27) to obtain an 
explicit expression for r/. It seems likely that r/is absolutely continuous, but we have no 
real evidence to support his conjecture. A simple time-reversal rgument explains 
why r/does not depend on the si#n of the skew parameter/~, but it is curious that 
r/does not depend on/~ at all. 
5. The last excursion 
When x(0 +) < oo the zero set of X is bounded almost surely, so there is a final 
excursion of infinite duration. In this section we shall study the occupation time of 
]0, oo[ during this final excursion. In other words, assuming 
P* [R = oo] = [x(0 + )]- 1 > 0, we shall consider P* [AR ~" [R = oo]. 
Throughout his section we assume that x(0 +) is finite. Using (4.10) we can 
compute the law of the time S := sup{t: Xt = 0} of the last zero of X: 
[fo o ] po [e-qS] = po ~ e-q~ l{Ro0, = oo} = po e-qSdL~ P* [R = oo] 
sEG 
= ~(q)/~(o + ). (5.1) 
A similar calculation yields the following. 
5.2. Proposition. For 2 > O, 
P* [e-~a'lR = oo] = P° [e-'~A~] ~b(0 -F, ~.) X(0 + ). (5.2) 
Proof. Computing as in (5.1), we have 
pO[e-~a~ ] = po ~ e-Za, e-~A~o0, I{Ro0 =oo} 
s~G 
=P°[ f /e -aa 'dLs ]P* [e  za~; R = oo] 
=P°[ f /e -XA ' , ' ,d t ]P* [e -aa~;R=oo] ,  
SO the assertion follows from (4.5) since P* [R = co] = Ix(0 + )] - 1. [] 
To compute the P°-distribution of A~, we need a lemma, which follows from 
results in Getoor and Sharpe (1994); specifically, (2.11), the second display below 
(2.11), and (2.15). 
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5.4. Lemma. For q > 0 and 2 > 0, 
P°foqe-q'e-ZA, dt=exp(-fot-'e-q'(1-e-a')P°[X,>O]dt ) 
Upon sending q to zero in (5.4), we obtain 
zt3 
5.5. Theorem. (a) pO [Aoo -- co] equals 0 or 1 according as ~1 t- 1 po [Xt > 0] dt is 
finite or infinite. 
OD 
(b) I f  ~1 t- 1 po [Xt > 0] dt < oo, then 
(fo o ) P°[e-aA~] = exp -- t- l (1 -- e-~t)P°[X, > 0]dt . (5.6) 
oo 
5.7. Corollary. I f  Jl t-  1 po [Xt > 0] dt < oo, then 
at) 
exp( -~o t- 1 (1 - e-~')P ° [X, > 0] dt) 
= = (5 .8 )  P*[e-aARIR 00] (2-1~[X(V)/x(O +) ]dr )  
There is an alternative proof of Theorem 5.5 which yields several conditions 
equivalent to the integral test provided there. Indeed, by a sample-path rearrangement 
theorem due to J. Bertoin (1993), for each t > 0 the P°-law of At coincides with that of 
the (unique) time a(t)e [0, t] satisfying X~(,)= )(, := sup0~<s~<tX,. Consequently, 
A~ < ~ if and only i f .~  := sups i> 0X~ < 0% in which case A~ has the same law as the 
time at which X attains it global maximum. The law of this time can be read off from 
the work of Fristedt (1974, Theorem 9.1) on the continuous-time ascending ladder 
process associated with X, and one thereby obtains both the integral test (5.5) (a) and 
the Laplace transform in (5.6). Moreover, Rogozin (1966) has shown that 
0 ~1 P [X, > 0] (dr~t) < ov if and only if X drifts to - ~. Summarizing these observa- 
tions we have the following 
5.9. Corollary. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) po [Aoo < oo] = 1; 
(b) po [-~oo < oo] = 1; 
oo 
(c) Jl pO [Xt > 0] dt/t  < ~; 
(d) po [l im,. o~ X,  = - co] = 1. 
It can happen that lim sup,~oo X, = + oo a.s. and yet X, converges to - ~ in 
probability as t --* ~. For example, take X to be a stable process of index c( = 1 with 
exponent 
ff(~)=l~l [1+i2/3x sgn(¢)logl~[], 
where fl~ [ -1 ,0 [ .  Then d := -2 f l /~  > 0, and X, has the same P°-distribution as 
tX1 - dt logt for each t > 0. Thus, referring to Feller (1971, XVII.5, Theorem l(iii)) 
for the asymptotics of the stable law, 
po[x t>0]=po[X l>d logt ]~C[d logt ]  -1, t--}oo. 
oo 
and so i l  t - l P° [Xt>0]dt - -oo .  
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Finally, when P°[Aoo = ~]  = P*  [A~o = ~IR  =oo] = 1, the generalized arc-sine 
law allows us to deduce the limit distribution of p -  1 Apt as p ~ oo. Indeed, recalling 
that S is the last zero of X, ;: f:,.o 
pO e-qt-aAtdt = po ~ I{RoO, =oo} e -qt -2At  dt 
s6G 
while 
f~  e -qt-~A' dt ~< pO [1 - e-qS]/q = o(q- 1), q ~ pO 0. 
Thus, writing At ° for p- lApt ,  
f :e - ' tP* [e -aAf lR=~]dt=P*[ f :e -q 'e -a#,dt lR=oo 1 
= q~(q/p, 2/p)x(O +)pO f :  e-qt-~a", dt + o(1), 
as p ~oo,  for each fixed q > 0 and 2 > 0. Notice that c~(q/p, 2/p)x(O +) ~ 1 as p ~.  
Consequently, by the generalized continuity theorem for Laplace transforms and the 
monotonic ity of t ~ P* [e -  aA'~IR = oO], any limit theorem for A~ under pO will yield 
the identical limit distribution for A; under P* I - ' IR  = oo]. These observations, to- 
gether with Getoor  and Sharpe (1994, 2.7) imply the following arc-sine limit theorem. 
5.10. Proposition. I f  t -1Sto P°[Xs > O] ds  ~ c as  t ~,  then 
lim P*EAPt <<. xlR =oo] = Fc(x/t), O < x < t ,  
p~ oO 
where the distribution Fc is a point mass at c if c = 0 or 1, whereas Fc has the density 
function 
xC-l(1 _ x ) -C  
fax ) := ~-c]-F-(T -~- )  ll°'ll(X)' 
when O < c < 1. 
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